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ITEA Portal

▪ ITEA Project monitoring process is heavily relying on the ITEA’s ICT system. 

▪ ITEA Full Project Proposal is completed by online input merge

▪ For the preparation of Change Request and Project Progress Report, it is necessary 

save project information on the ITEA portal

Full proposal transition to the ITEA template

▪ The original AI Call Full Project Proposal (FPP) template required repetitive information 

in several different locations (partner’s details, work package, effort and costs etc.), 

which is vulnerable to mistakes

▪ Such information can be inserted on the ITEA portal and automatically merged to the 

new ITEA FPP Annex template 

Updating ITEA Portal and Full project proposal

Why is it needed?
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ITEA FPP template

How does it work?

▪ FPP Annex is a Word document, so rich text with images and tables is 

possible

▪ Project leader can upload the FPP Annex to the ITEA website and the merge 

can be tested 

▪ After the submission of a change request merged FPP document will be 

automatically created and saved online
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Interaction between ITEA portal and FPP

Why is it needed?

Administrative inputs

https://

editable

FPP Annex

.docx

editable

Merged 

document
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How & What to update ITEA FPP 

New ITEA template

▪ New FPP Annex template has the same structure with the original AI Call 

template but with orange coloured auto-generated fields where the online 

input is going to be merged
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How & What to update ITEA FPP 

New ITEA FPP template

▪ Copy & paste work is not avoidable, nevertheless it will ensure the 

consistency of project information and enable further project progress 

monitoring process

▪ ITEA will provide an empty ITEA FPP template for project leaders: 

- Project leader can do the migration by her/himself or; 

- ITEA can support the migration process once the latest version of the FPP is 

provided in MS Word format 
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How & What to update on the ITEA Portal & FPP
Demo

The demo video explains you the following: 

1. How to set up ITEA portal:

- Setup work packages

- Partners’ information

- Project key data

2. How to migrate from the original FPP template to the new FPP template

Demo video available at: https://vimeo.com/510198057/0536cd5900

https://vimeo.com/510198057/0536cd5900
https://vimeo.com/510198057/0536cd5900
https://vimeo.com/510198057/0536cd5900
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How & What to update on the ITEA Portal & FPP
Demo

▪ ITEA portal which is compatible for the AI Call projects will be 

launched next week

▪ ITEA will send out an email announcement once the portal is ready



Thank you for your attention


